LBW-50 with relief line vent sensor mounting

Typical for:
LBW-50 (pictured here)
LBW-Watchman
LBW-420
Remote Sensor

Typical Installation

2-inch union required for testing & calibrating

NOTES:

2" x 4" pipe back-four welded at a slight angle towards the relief line is optimal. Standard 2" tee with close nipple will work.

Hand tighten only. Do not use pipe wrench. Do not use any kind of pipe threading material.

A = If LBW-50-RLV is mounted on the relief line above the roof drill 3/16" hole for condensation drain at this location.
DO NOT DRILL THIS HOLE IF MOUNTED INSIDE A BUILDING.

LBW-50-RLV should be mounted above the roof, above the last relief valve connection, and accessible for testing or calibration.